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Nick Bartlett

Energetic MC and Facilitator

Nick Bartlett is a professional MC and facilitator
working across Australia and overseas.

He’s Zumba’d with Dame Edna, cycled with Cadel
Evans, made 10,000 friends at the Colour Run and
hosted everything from conferences to awards nights to
product launches for some of Australia’s biggest
brands.

As versatile as he is engaging, Nick tailors his style to the demands of each event; implementing
the right tone, delivery and humour.

Nick rigorously researches every client and adds a personalised touch to each event, writing his
own notes and introductions for guests.

His greatest skill however, is his ability to improvise. With his sharp quick wit, Nick brings the
audience together through humour, and uses it effectively to create a vibrant group dynamic. This
provides the perfect climate for entertainment and learning alike.

Having interviewed sports stars, celebrities, CEOs and thought leaders in various fields, Nick is
also a great facilitator. He works to ensure every guest feels comfortable, resulting in captivating
interviews.

From an intimate high end launches to multi-day conferences and sporting events, he is no
stranger to crowds both great and small.

Nick provides a refreshing structure for your next event.

Testimonials

“ I have worked with many MC's but Nick is by far the most charismatic, engaging and fun MC I
have watched on stage. He is well versed, knows how to improvise on the spot but also took
the time to get to know the Schnitz community and those involved in the event. Personal and
professional, Nick was reliable and made the tricky logistics look planned and seamless. A
wonderful entertainment and all round nice guy!

https://www.celebrityspeakers.com.au
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- Jana Tomesek – Shnitz Franchise Group

“ Nick was instrumental in the delivery of 3 highly successful events. Through Nick’s lead, the
format of the events was improved to an interactive and relaxed Q&A session rather than a
dry presentation, and the guests loved the energy and humour that Nick provided. Personally,
I gained confidence with Nick’s support & input. I had a lot of fun working with him.

- Stuart Cannon – GM, Asia Pacific – Transitions Optical

“ Nick was the MC for The Youth Network Summit. A two-day personal and professional
development event which comprised of 300 Westpac Group employees aged under 30. Nick
was fantastic in keeping attendees engaged across the two long days and we received
compliments from speakers and attendees alike! Nick is funny, cheeky and creative – he was
the perfect fit for our event, and I’d absolutely have him back for future events.

- Westpac Group
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